Exploring Western Belize in
2019
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Belize has been featured as the only Central American
country on National Geographic’s Best Trips 2019 List.
Quickly growing in popularity as one of the best tropical
vacation destinations in the world, Belize is a blend of
cultures and natural attractions and is a place that fully
embraces its Central American and Caribbean roots,
celebrates its diversity and takes great pride in its
spectacular natural beauty. The San Ignacio Resort
Hotel in Western Belize provides a perfect springboard
for a vacation filled with adrenaline adventures, fine
dining and opportunities to experience the infamous
Maya Temples.

Adrenaline Adventures
Black Hole Drop: Begin with a 2 hour hike up the
Maya Mountains over the rainforest canopy at Actun Loch Tunich, “The Monster of All Caves.”
Become mesmerized by incredible aerial views of jungle rainforests, then step off the ledge of the
cliff for a 300-foot high rappelling adventure ride where you will have amazing visuals of the Black
Hole and luscious greens. This experience is not for the faint of heart.
Actun Tunichil Muknal (ATM) Cave: This site has been featured on National Geographic, Discovery
Channel, and History Channel because of its mesmerizing giant shimmering flowstone formations,
stalactites, and stalagmites widely present throughout this 3-mile long cave. ATM features burial
chambers, Maya artifacts, intact calcified human remains, and slate stelaes that were used for
burials. The cave itself is several miles long with multiple chambers. Once inside the cave you will
spend several hours swimming, climbing, and exploring.
Fine Dining
Running W Steakhouse & Restaurant: Located at the San Ignacio Resort Hotel, Running W
Steakhouse & Restaurant has a new Executive Chef, Enrique Awe whose culinary journey has
brought him back to his hometown of San Ignacio after working for 16 years in the USA. The
Restaurant showcases an international menu with the best of Belizean cuisine and features grass
fed meats from the family’s own ranch where the restaurant got its name.
Trey’s Barn & Grill: Trey Roberson grills up the freshest cuisine in Western Belize and creates
cocktails that pair well with his unique dishes. You can also find him at San Ignacio Resort Hotel for
special cookouts on property with live music and libations.
Maya Temples
Caracol: Located on the western edge of the Maya Mountains within the Chiquibul Forest Reserve,
Caracol lies on a high plateau that drops into a deep valley to the northwest and rises into hilly
terrain to the southwest. The site was discovered in 1938 by Rosa Mai, a logger looking for
mahogany. Although one of the most challenging Belize ruins to reach, the trip to Caracol is also
one of the most scenic drives. It is the largest known Maya center within the country and holds
“Canaa” (Sky Place), the largest pyramid or man-made structure in Belize at 140 feet tall.
Cahal Pech: Located on a hill that overlooks the twin towns of San Ignacio and Santa Elena,
excavations show that Cahal Pech was inhabited from 1000 B.C. to around 800 A.D. The central
part of the ruins provides a beautiful panoramic view of the surrounding area. Thirty-four structures,
including temple pyramids, two ball courts, and an altar fill the 2 acre area.
Five of America’s largest airlines have nonstop flights to Belize from major cities across the country,
making it easily accessible for US travelers.
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